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Guest at Your Table is the Unitarian Universalist Service Committee’s
(UUSC) annual intergenerational program to raise support for and awareness
about critical human rights issues. This year – focusing on Central American
migrant justice – we are highlighting the following “guests” and UUSC
partners:
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Radio Progreso provides one
of the few media alternatives to
state-sponsored propaganda in
Honduras.

FJEDD reunites migrant
families by tracking down those
who disappear on the migrant
trail through Mexico.
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Freedom for Immigrants
supports immigrants in detention
and works to end immigration
detention in the United States.

Georgia Latino Alliance for
Human Rights empowers and
educates low-income Latinx
immigrants about their rights.
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UUSC is a 78-year-old human rights organization grounded in Unitarian
Universalist values and founded to support refugees and political dissidents
fleeing Nazi Germany. Through research, advocacy, and partnerships with
innovative grassroots organizations, UUSC advances human rights in the
United States and around the globe.
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Contributions of any amount qualify for membership. Contributions of $125
or more are eligible to be matched dollar-for-dollar by the UU Congregation
of Shelter Rock in Manhasset, NY.
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